TECHNICAL
TRAINING

Technician Training
Opportunities With
HC-CARGO

Technician Training
With HC-CARGO’s Reward Programme
Would you like to unlock the potential of your workforce with quality training
programmes from the leading vehicle systems experts?
Now you can with HC-CARGO. With our rewards programme, you can reward
your staff (and yourself!) with high quality training in a wide range of skills for
the vehicle workshop, from electrical systems to customer care.

Give your technicians a step up ahead of the competition with an opportunity
to learn things that other technicians don’t know!
Learn key skills at one of several Bosch training facilities across the country.

Bosch has a flagship state of the art
training centre situated in Uxbridge.
Built to Bosch’s Global Training Centre
standards, the Service Training Centre
offers 2,000 square metres of space
overall with 4 dedicated classrooms and
1,000 square metres of workshop space.
The Service Training Centre in Uxbridge

Earn and Learn
The competitive edge
With modern vehicle systems becoming increasingly more complex, keeping
your technicians up to date on modern vehicle systems is crucial to running a
successful business.
With help from HC-CARGO’s reward programme, you can keep your
technicians ahead of the curve and make sure they’re prepared
to face the challenges of the modern motor vehicle
industry.
Give your staff the confidence to carry out their work
to a high standard and give your customers the
confidence in knowing the job is done right first time.

With trusted CARGO parts on your shelf and Bosch
trained technicians in your workshop, your business
has the ingredients for success!

The Bosch Training Offer
Services designed to meet your needs
HC-CARGO recommends Bosch training courses because we believe in ‘learning
by doing’ and this is just what your technicians will do on a Bosch course. With
tailored theory and practical content, you know your technicians are learning
skills relevant to their day to day work and the skills to handle the
unexpected!
Once you’ve experienced the benefits Bosch training can bring, why not
consider expanding your technicians knowledge even further with the Bosch
Diagnostic and Master Technician Training Programmes? Both of these
programmes are IMI Awards validated and audited, providing the platform for
assessment success.

HC-CARGO
Your Expert in Parts
Build business with HC-CARGO and reap the rewards of our expertise.
Want to learn more about how you can earn training rewards from HC-CARGO?
Or just learn more about Bosch Training Courses?
Get in touch today with our Nottingham office and our friendly customer
service team will be happy to assist you!

 0115 9280086
 CustomerServices@cargo-uk.com

Bosch Technical Training:
The inside knowledge
 Market leaders in new vehicle
systems

 State-of-the-art Service Training
Centre

 IMI accredited courses available
for advanced technicians

 Reach optimum diagnostic
capability

 Engaging training with audio,
visual and practical methods

 Vehicle system based training apply your learning across all
makes of vehicle

Flagship Bosch Training Facilities
Learn key skills at several locations across the
country, including our flagship training centres in
the North and South.
Bosch Service Training Centre
Riverside Way
Uxbridge
UB8 2YF

Holger Christiansen UK
A Division of Robert Bosch Ltd
Unit 7-8 Glaisdale Business Centre
Glaisdale Parkway, Bilborough
Nottingham, NG8 4GP

Your HC-CARGO contact:

Tel. 0115 928 0086
Fax. 0115 928 0033
uksales@cargo-uk.com
www.hc-cargo.com

LAGTA EUROCENTRAL
Lagta House
Woodside
Eurocentral
ML1 4UY

